
Protectomatic Border Protection solution

Total security system for perimeters and borders



How to protect an outdoor perimeter

Short facts

This can look like a simple problem 
but it is very complex

All installation sites are different and often there are 
large variations in demands over a single installation site

No simple single sensor can do all so this must be a 
combination of sensors in some kind of network

To make all more complex every customer want 
something different than others.



Installation area main groups

* Sea and water areas with and without ice, sub sea
* Flat  and almost flat areas with no vegetation
* Almost flat areas with grass and low vegetation

* Forest and bush areas
* Ice and snow cowered areas with seasons

All these have different needs for a perimeter 
protection system



What to detect and not detect

Main purpose is almost always only to see people 
passing the border but not anything else.

This adds light on following difficult situation

Man shall be separated from animals even if dimensions , 
weight and areas are similar

System shall always independent of weather facts and 
changes in environment that is natural and normal

False alarms must not create a larger problem so this must 
be kept under control in a very firm way



Weather effects
Some short data about weather and its effects

*It can rain up to 100 mm per hour and if so visible 
range is less 100 mm. I USA and Europe 30 mm 

per hour is rather common
*It can snow over 100 mm per hour and if 

so visible sight can be less 20 meter
*Fog can be very dense and visible distances 

of less 30 meter happens now and then

Processed and not processed images



Some technologies that can be used

Electro optical solutions
Thermal solutions

Radar / micro waves
Field effect sensors

Vibration and pressure sensors
Acoustic systems

RFID combinations



Conclusion 

Laseroptronix has worked with different sensors. This has 
gives us a knowledge that a mix of sensors is needed to 

fulfill most installations.
One single sensor will not solve all problems and questions 

in a simple and good way



Network and system

Most border lines are very long and all sensors 
are spread out over very large areas.

This needs a communication and net work 
solution for the complete solution

This must solve the questions about 
power consumption and alarm signals

Alarms must be handled by someone
and here we need an alarm central.



Price versus performance philosophy

100% perfect solutions do not exist anywhere when 
humans are involved in some ways.

If we say a 90 % perfect solution must be improved to a 
95% perfect solution this will at least increase price by 

factor 10 in costs

Simpler is mostly better than complex that make 
everyone mad by all problems that occurs



Protectomatic Border Protection solution

Laseroptronix and partners have designed a new concept
around perimeter and border security. 

This is partially new thinking and new sensors that 
communicate in an IP based network

* Protectomatic use a few combinations of sensors
than cowers almost all different demands.

* Protectomatic can operate in a large scale network
* Protectomatic will solve most of the border related 

problems in a simple and practical way
Protectomatic is cost efficient



Protectomatic Border control sensors
Analyze of demands

One single sensor will not cover all different demands. By 
this reason we have selected a few sensors that often 

operate in combinations to get a protection level that is 
god enough.

We separate all in 2 main areas

* Land based systems and solutions
* Water  and ice cowered areas



Water based areas 

Over the surface

Under the surface

Here boats are the main target.  Swimmers is an option.

Sonar systems

Sensors

Laser photocell systems / Laser barrier detectors
Range up to 10 Km + high resolution

Radar barrier detectors
Range up to 500 meter

Range  to a diver 150 meter



Lands based areas

This is very demanding and we prefer to use a combination 
of a detector and a camera to verify what is there.

Sensors
Alternative 1

Field effect wire sensor. 2 wires are separated by max 1,8 
meter. One is on ground and one up in air. Everything that 

come close to the wires change the field effect 
parameters and an alarm is activated.
Power consumption is very low by 
15 mA mA per 400 meter barrier.

This system can handle grass and thick snow over the 
bottom wire



Wire based alarm
Field effect sensing system

200+200 meter range
98 % detectability

Wire based field effect barrier



Many units can be 
connected in a chain

Field effect sensors can be used over very long 
distances outdoor



Radar / micro wave barriers

One main unit cowers up to 1000 meter and needs less 
20mA in operating current



Lasersnap Portable system

Lasersnap is a laser barrier 
system with advanced functions

Sensor is a distance meter 
connected to a small processor.

Intelligent operation and low 
power consumption

System can operate to a reflector 
at far end or dead end by 

distance limitations.
Range over 10 km possible

Distance accuracy less 10 cm



Near IR Long
Range photocell

Ritningsnummer Photocell Datum 2008 09 11

Comments. 

Laseroptronix AB
Enhagsslingan 23
187 40 Täby
Sweden
0046-707140470Skala 1/X 

Laser transmitter with telescope collimated 
beam giving a beam diametyer of less 
1 meter at 1000 meter distance.
Beam is near and invisible

Target 2x2 meter where the laser beam will
be visible when not interupted by a boat
This is just a white surface and it is not active

Camera looking at target surface
The camera see laser light if there
and not interupted by a ship

The camera have the function that it look at target surface. If Ok this is an even white dot from the laser beam.
If the beam disapear there must be a ship and the alarm is activated.
If a smaller mast of a ship pass by there will be a black shaddow moving over the target. This can be as narrow as a few 
CM and if so the camera see the shaddow and the software analyze and send an alarm





Laser radar sensing

Laser radar is a type
of radar but we use 
light and not radar 

radiation.

Accuracy and 
resolution can be very 
high and the “Ladar“ 
system can pinpoint 

targets a radar nevert 
will see



Laser radar by scanned beam

Scanned laser distance meter 
makes a 3 D image of the area

Change detection find targets and 
make alarm if needed
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Tests by airborne ladar unit from a car.

  

View of a commercial area. White square at left is  K-Rauta building. On right side the parking
lot with lamps clearly visible as white shaddows. They are about 50-150 meter away. There
is a small buildinbg with a V-angled roof slightly at right. At far end about 300-350 meter away
there is a forrest with pine trees. They are also visible but they split reflexes a lot and are hard
to see in most cases.
Red at this side is less 4 meter  and sky is red as there are no readings. The white at top is
reflexes from car window. Pls note the tree at left in yellow which is penetrated by the laser
and have dual depth coordinates.
There are some red interuptions caused by meetinbg cars closer than 4 meter.

Right image is scanned 
data over a hydro power 

dam



Laser radar with no moving parts

3D cameras with matrix operation 
and no moving parts



Splitcam detector
Splitcam is a camera with special optics. Camera is 

mounted on a pylon looking vertically down. Field of view 
is 180 degree vertically and about 10 degree horizontally. 

Field of view is almost like a flat disc. View of camera 
cower the border line and some meters on booth sides.

Auto mode

Camera is trigged by an external detector and snap an 
image over what caused the event. The image is 

transmitted to the central where an operator see what 
caused the alarm The operator decide what to do. 

Events are logged in a database for the future

Camera is on all time and by image processing it 
looks for special events.

Product under patent application



Cameras for low light levels and day time operation 

Color Nivis can make 
long range color photos 

in moonshine.
Image at 3000 meter

in distance

Dynaview is 25 more 
sensitive than Omni 4 
ICCD cameras and at 

least 10X more 
sensitiove than any USA 
made EMCCD camera



Cameras with active IR laser illumination

Russia by night from Narva

7000 meter view 
of forest

Laser close
up at 200 m

Russian guards 
at 300 meter at
dense darkness



Long range units



Contrast enhancement units

Black box unit for analogue cameras
Improves image quality dramatically



RFID identity reader

All solutions can be combined with a 
long range RFID reader.

Range can be over 1500 meter with 
high security level

Reader and long range 
active RFID tags

Long range 
RFID components



RFID Tag radar system

3D RFID system can detect the x and y position  of a 
special tag at ranges up to 100 meter in distance 

Accuracy about +- 0,5 meter












